


Croft House delivers the sophisticated, relaxed feel of the 
California lifestyle through handmade, timeless furniture.
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Founded in 2010, Croft House aims to encompass the sophisticated, relaxed feel 
of the California lifestyle through their handmade pieces of statement 
furniture. Croft prides itself on creating timeless pieces, individually crafted to fit a 
client’s specific needs. Their extensive design experience effortlessly transforms 
ideas and vision into functional, quality pieces.  
  
Manufactured locally in their Southern California workshop, each piece is 
handmade with careful attention to detail and a distinct focus on the individual 
processes involved. This craftsmanship, paired with a highly curated selection of 
high-end materials, produces heirloom quality pieces with lasting appeal 
  
Croft House incorporates negative space as just another material at their disposal. 
This perspective allows their design team to present scale in unique and exciting 
ways. Co-mingling these defining characteristics, combined with modern design 
and a commitment to the use of natural materials, Croft House creates a new 
generation of timeless furniture. 

The Croft House Story





In 2010, co-founders Riley Rea and Alex Segal began Croft House by 
refinishing old furniture found on Craigslist in a garage on Croft Avenue in 
West Hollywood. This quickly evolved into creating their own designs 
featuring primarily raw steel and reclaimed wood, the vestiges of which can 
be found in two iconic Croft House collections, the Railcar and Mossam.  
  
Croft House expanded to an eclectically designed showroom on La Brea and 
a factory space in downtown Los Angeles. The team cut their design teeth on 
the job, focusing on commercial design/build projects and elaborate custom 
pieces for designers through 2015. Croft used this time to find their POV 
and expand their own manufacturing abilities. In doing so, they evolved 
into the thriving ambassadors of California contemporary furniture they are 
today.   

Meet the Founders
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— 
Our Designs
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In Situ
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50+ EMPLOYEES AND GROWING

10X E-COMMERCE GROWTH SINCE 2016

6X SALES INCREASE SINCE 2016

75% OF CUSTOMERS ARE INTERIOR DESIGNERS

All based in California

Average price per sale is $3500

Business Growth Metrics
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Sales outside of CA increased by 50% since 2018



— 
In-Situ

INTERIOR DESIGN + CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS



MALIBU, CA

Not only is Croft House furniture known for gracing beautiful homes, but 
many Croft House originals have become statement pieces in hotels, 
restaurants, spas, boutiques, and other public spaces such as The 
Surfrider Hotel in Malibu, California.  At The Surfrider, a destination for 
Hollywood and fashion elite, guests enjoy the best of Croft House style 
and comfort indoors and out. 

Croft House x The Surfrider Hotel
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Located in the design and style district of Los Angeles, it did not take 
long for iconic Croft House pieces to become a staple in the homes of 
the brightest stars of movies, TV, music, sports and fashion. Top designer 
and style influencer Sarah Sherman Samuel has used Croft House 
originals in both homes and public spaces that she’s designed, including 
the home of Emmy-nominated actress and singer Mandy Moore, which 
was featured on the cover of Architectural Digest. 
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Mandy Moore x Sarah Sherman Samuel



16JESSE PARRIS LAMBGARANCE DORÉ X SARAH SHERMAN SAMUEL 22 INTERIORS



17LANEY LALAUREN NELSON DESIGN SPRING TIDE NAILS



In Situ
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RICHARD FELIX-ASHMAN DESIGN

HUIT LAGUNA KELLY NUET DESIGN

BROOKE WAGNER DESIGN

LAURA NELSON DESIGN

AMANDA TEAL SARAH ROSENHAUS NATALIE MYERS



— 
Testimonials



They are very thoughtful in the little details that most do not even realize when a piece 
comes into their home. The mixture of leather, wood, and metals is an art done with honest 

construction. Their line offers a nice range of organic forms and structured pieces that 
mesh well with many home's aesthetics. - Studio McGee



We enjoy working with Croft House because our clients appreciate the variety of finish 
options on their smartly designed pieces. The quality and craftsmanship are impeccable, 

the design is classic and timeless yet current and modern. - DISC Interiors



Croft House aesthetic is very classic and cool. We have used them in super modern homes, 
transitional spaces, and vintage beach cottages. They all fit in so well. - Raili CA Design



We love the craftsmanship and quality of each piece. We can always count on well-crafted 
items when we source from Croft House. It's clean and sophisticated. No fuss yet still 

offers elegance in a space. - Studio/Lifestyle



I choose Croft House because it's bespoke and classic whilst feeling contemporary. It works with 
all styles and I can always rely on the craftsmanship and quality and ensure that it's supremely 
comfortable. I love the integrity of the brand and the fact that whilst its distinctly ‘croft house’ 

it still doesn’t feel too directional and unapproachable. - Tali Roth Interior Design 



Croft House assembles a collection of clean minimal effortless furniture that works in so many 
different spaces. It's versatile enough to stand on its own or mixed with other contemporary 

styles. Their pieces are handmade locally in Southern California out of high quality, natural and 
durable fabrics and materials. - Maison Trouvaille 



I love sharing the Croft House world of products with our clients! We can always count on their 
entire line being expertly designed and beautifully produced! There’s never a worry after we’ve 

chosen their pieces for our projects. They design highly technical pieces that appear both simple 
and complex at the same time. - JSN Studio



As an architecture studio, we are always searching for design collaborators who elevate the 
industry through their work, and we have found that in Croft House. Their work embodies both 

minimalist elegance and the raw beauty of nature, crafted into timeless fixtures that stand 
apart. - Laney LA



— 
Social Media

INSTAGRAM

64K

PINTEREST

3.3M



In Situ
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@JACEYDUPRIE 
529K

@JLO 
203M

@CHRISELLELIM 
1.4M

@JANESSALEONE 
164K

@MOLLYBSIMS 
731K

@SHLTR 
1.4M

@AIMEESONG 
6.3M

@WEWOREWHAT 
2.8M

INSTAGRAM INFLUENCER ACCOUNT FEATURES + MENTIONS
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Select Media & Press



“Our custom Croft House Sofa is one of my favorite 
pieces,” says Veazey. It’s the anchor for the living area.”

A MUSIC INDUSTRY’S MIDCENTURY LA HOME TOUR FOR ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST
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“Our favorite places to buy furniture online — 
 Best Handmade: Croft House”

ELLE DECOR
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“Who knew a move to Southern California would transform Riley Rea and 
Alex Segal, evolving their careers into a compelling furniture design and 

manufacturing company at Croft House, that would go on to create iconic 
pieces like the Tula lounge chair?”

2020 PRODUCT DESIGN AWARD: TULA LOUNGE CHAIR
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“Lim fell in love with the Sierra statement chairs from 
Croft House the minute she saw them.”

WE ALWAYS KNEW CHRISELLE LIM’S L.A. HOME WOULD BE POLISHED AND COOL — 
STEP INSIDE WITH MY DOMAINE
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“There is simple done well, and then there is simple done 
so well that you audibly sigh. The latter is what Croft 
House’s new collection - Carter and Eve - did to us.”

DESIGN MILK
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“I think artists and writers—and I’ve noticed it with myself—they’re more 
inspired to do cool stuff if their surroundings are cool,” says Ryan Tedder. Croft 

House’s Bronson sectional features vintage textile pillows in the family room, 
another bright, inviting places for artists to take breaks from recording.”

INSIDE THE L.A. STUDIO WHERE MUSIC’S BIGGEST NAMES RECORD  - ONE REPUBLIC 
FRONTMAN AND PRODUCER RYAN TEDDER’S STUDIO FOR ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST
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CONTACT USFIND US

326 North La Brea Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 

SOCIAL MEDIA

@CroftHouseLA  323.424.7743 
info@crofthouse.com 
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THANK YOU


